Concinnity™

DESKS

UPSCALE DESIGN.
EVERYDAY PRACTICALITY.
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Concinnity Brochure

A CUT ABOVE
Your space speaks volumes about you and your brand. People take notice of the rich
woodgrains. Mixed materials. Clean styling. And the message is received loud and clear.
Concinnity offers a coordinated suite of desks, tables and storage components to provide
the ultimate luxury of choice. The refined design and diverse selection combine to create
agile, high performance spaces. From open areas to private offices. From individual focus
to group collaboration. From highly functional to high-end aesthetics. Concinnity brings
harmony back to your space.

Shown with Nucleus and Grove seating.
Inspired by HON color palette Sprout.
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PRIVATE YET ACCESSIBLE
Focused one minute—an unscheduled meeting the next.
Even when you plan your day, it's bound to change.
Concinnity helps executives get organized, stay focused
and quickly connect. Squeeze more vertical storage in a
smaller footprint with taller cabinets. Convert a private
office into a personal meeting space with mobile tables.
Concinnity helps you stay prepared for whatever
comes next.

Shown with Nucleus seating. Inspired
by HON color palette Wheat.
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Shown with Endorse, Riley and Grove seating.
Inspired by HON color palette Campfire.

Shown with Ceres and Flock seating.
Inspired by HON color palette Academy.
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PERFECT FOR ANYONE.
BUT TOTALLY YOU.
With office layouts, one size never fits all. To be productive,
you need a workspace designed around you. Worksurfaces
configured around your work style. Storage that puts
everything right where you want it. Accessories that help
you stay organized and put your personality on display.
Concinnity allows individual work styles to dictate the
surroundings, not the other way around.
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Shown with Endorse and Ceres seating.
Inspired by HON color palette Diplomat.

Shown with Ignition seating. Inspired
by HON color palette Java.
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Shown with Ignition and Flock seating.
Inspired by HON color palette Spice.

A

WELCOME TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Let’s face it, most work doesn’t happen behind closed doors, it’s all out in the open.
Concinnity’s versatile layout, design and storage options help small groups team up,
while allowing worker bees to focus. Turn open layouts into neighborhoods. Give nomads
a place to call home. Allow workstation warriors to enjoy a healthy standing-height
alternative. Concinnity supports the needs of many, while indulging every individual.
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C
A. BENCHING
Bring more team spirit to any group by
providing the shared work area needed
to tackle collaborative work, but with
the personal space and privacy for
maintaining heads-down focus.
B. RECEPTION
Concinnity’s distinctive design makes
quite a first impression, while concealed
storage helps your brand ambassadors
keep a clean appearance.
C. OPEN
Go from focused work to group discussions
without a change in scenery. For more
control over your work style in open
spaces, the magic word is Concinnity.

D

D. COLLABORATIVE
Shared worksurfaces and personalized
storage options make collaborative work
a little cozier, while giving everyone more
control over organizing their own stuff.
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KEEP YOUR OPTIONS OPEN
Ah, the power of choice. It’s the difference between owning your space
versus settling for less. Concinnity gives you exactly what you’ve been
craving — total customization. Modular storage pedestals create a place
for everything. A variety of worksurface shapes and sizes perfectly fit the
way you work. Modesty panels define boundaries and increase privacy.
Gain control. Express yourself. With Concinnity, you always have options.

Shown with Solve seating. Inspired
by HON color palette Autumn.
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PEDESTAL CONFIGURATIONS
SUPPLY DRAWER/FILE DRAWER
One drawer for all your office supplies.
One for files. Zero mess.

2 FILE DRAWERS
Double up on your file storage to stay
one step ahead of the paperwork.

LATERAL FILE DRAWERS
Archival or active, this two-drawer
lateral pedestal keeps you on top
of all your files.

STORAGE CABINET
Lunches. Valuables. Gym bags.
Stow anything you want to keep
hidden behind closed doors.

2 SUPPLY DRAWERS/1 FILE DRAWER
Double your storage space for office
supplies without sacrificing the room
for file storage.

NARROW DRAWERS
Increase kneespace below the
desk without losing your valuable
storage drawers with this narrow
pedestal configuration.

COMBO FILE
This pedestal doesn’t just handle
all your filing needs, keeps it all
within reach.

BOOKCASE
Display books and reference materials
in your workstation without losing
an inch of floor space.
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Shown with Ceres seating. Inspired
by HON color palette Galaxy.

MORE CONTROL. LESS CHAOS.
Jackets. Back packs. Family photos. We all have things that need to be stowed away or
proudly displayed. Concinnity allows you to totally personalize your environment. The
expanded work wall delivers greater storage space in a smaller footprint. Open and closed
units let you decide what gets displayed. Mix and match rich laminates and sleek metallic
finishes. Concinnity doesn’t just help you rethink your storage—it totally redefines it.
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D
A. ALWAYS WITHIN REACH
Choose the drawer configuration to suit
your needs, and get easy access to all your
office supplies and frequently used files.
B. YOU’VE GOT THE LOOK
Thanks to hundreds of possible
combinations of laminate and
metal finishes, you can mix and
match to your heart’s content.
C. CABINET MEETING
Combine a wardrobe and storage
closet into one cabinet to safely
house all your personal belongings.
D. STAND TALL
With an additional 14"of vertical
storage over the typical storage
tower size, Concinnity knows just
what you need.

E

F
E. HAVE IT YOUR WAY
Modular storage solutions allow
you to build the exact configurations
to support your organizational needs.
F. PUBLIC LIBRARY
Not only can you display books
or personal effects in your office,
these bookcases double as
worksurface supports.
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Shown with Park Avenue seating.
Inspired by HON color palette Java.

TIME TO ACCESSORIZE
It’s always good to have options. To create a space that’s totally you. Personalize your selection
with a mix of rich hardwood laminate, metal and frosted accents. Add distinctive handles and
organizational tools. Route power right where it’s needed. Gain confidence from the HON Full
Lifetime Warranty. When you get to make all the decisions, you get exactly what you want.
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A-C. THE LEADING EDGE
Your choice of Beaded, Tri-Oval or Smooth
Flat edge profiles allows you to express
your individual style.
D-E. BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
Reflect your own sense of style
by choosing between frosted or
laminate overhead storage doors.
F-G. KEEP IT PRIVATE
Modesty panels and dividers offer
much-needed privacy, especially
in open areas.

H

H. PULL HERE
Choose from Cylinder, Canopy or Loop
drawer and door handle designs to achieve
the desired aesthetic.

I

J

K

I-L. COVERING THE BASES
Change both the comfort and the
look of your workstation with a
choice of laminate end panels or
metal O-legs.

L

M. THE FINISHING TOUCH
Everyone appreciates the beauty and
durability of HON laminates. You’ll love
the planning flexibility it offers, with the
ability to combine multiple laminates
for a contemporary look.

M
Natural Maple

Harvest

Bourbon Cherry

Cognac

Pinnacle

Shaker Cherry

Mocha

Mahogany

Brilliant White

Loft

Charcoal

Black

Silver Mesh

Sheer Mesh
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For more information, visit hon.com/concinnity

